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Center for Applied Autonomous Sensor Systems (AASS)
About 60 research staff organized into five labs

● Mobile Robotics and Olfaction Lab, Achim Lilienthal

● Cognitive Robotic Systems Lab, Alessandro Saffiotti

● Machine Perception and Interaction Lab, Amy Loutfi

● Multi-Robot Planning and Control Lab, Federico Pecora

● Autonomous Mobile Manipulation Lab, Todor Stoyanov
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https://mro.aass.oru.se
https://crs.aass.oru.se
https://mpi.aass.oru.se
https://mrpc.aass.oru.se
https://amm.aass.oru.se


Center for Applied Autonomous Sensor Systems (AASS)
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Building robot systems that act competently in the real world

Semantic Robots (KKS Profile 2014-21) [Volvo CE, Epiroc, Volvo GTO, Husqvarna]

ILIAD (EU H2020 RIA 2016-21) [Bosch, Kollmorgen]YuMI ROS package [ABB]TracMac (Vinnova STRIM 2017-20) [Epiroc]



Center for Applied Autonomous Sensor Systems (AASS)
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AutoHauler (Vinnova STRIM 2020-23) [Epiroc] iQMobility (Vinnova FFI 2016-20) [Scania]AutoBoomer (Vinnova STRIM 2019-22) [Epiroc]

ILIAD (EU H2020 RIA 2016-21) [Kollmorgen]

Building robot systems that act competently in the real world

Semantic Robots (KKS Profile 2014-21) [Volvo CE, Epiroc, Volvo GTO, Husqvarna]



Long history of industrial cooperation
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Reduce real-world problem to mathematical problem formulations, e.g.,

How researchers develop solutions

Details of the application setting are often discarded in the process

Hiding behind these details lie basic research questions
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Real world Problem formulation

Localization in a map Minimization problem
Find alignment of sensor readings that minimizes error

Robot motion planning Graph search problem
Find paths in a lattice of motion primitives



Multi-Robot Coordination in Open-Pit Mines (Epiroc)
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(Epiroc PitViper) (bench with drill targets)



Reduction to known problems
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1iOSYKvOAg


Reality comes into play

Visiting a drill target leads to a new obstacle

Renders the problem enormously more difficult to solve

Requires developing novel heuristic search algorithms
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From applications to general solutions
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Kollmorgen: fleets of forklifts in warehouses

Volvo CE: fleets of haulers in quarries

Epiroc: fleets of drilling machines in mines

Volvo GTO: fleets of kitting robots for production



Scalable, safe and live multi-robot coordination
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Applied in real-world applications Tested and deployed on real robots

[Pecora et al., 2018; Mannucci et al., 2019]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rBK_Qgcj28&t=9
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXoOjeWc-2s


Integrating task optimization and coordination
Automating Load-Haul-Dump operations in 
underground mines

Requires optimizing task allocations as 
well as coordinating motions

Vinnova project AutoHauler (2020-2023)
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OugvWvB2Nn4


Planning and coordination for articulated robots 
Planning and coordination as necessary, 
and even more challenging, with 
articulated robots

Clear application in underground drilling

Vinnova project AutoBoomer (2019-2022)

￼￼￼￼
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqsT2IHF3-Y


Open source software and hardware
Deepen theoretical and practical understanding, foster cooperation

The coordination_oru library
Robot-agnostic online coordination for multiple robots
https://github.com/FedericoPecora/coordination_oru

The Meta-CSP Framework
A library for hybrid reasoning with meta-constraints
https://metacsp.org

The navigation_oru library
ROS-based tools for robot navigation and control
https://github.com/OrebroUniversity/navigation_oru-release

Husqvarna Research Platform mod-kit
A guide to installing your own computational resource
https://github.com/OrebroUniversity/hrp_oru/tree/master/modifications

Lightweight place recognition
Lightweight place recognition tools for Matlab
https://github.com/short-circuitt/LWPR

LOGOS method for outlier removal
Implementation in Matlab, C++ and OpenCV
https://github.com/short-circuitt/LOGOS

Semantic Referee
A neural-symbolic framework for geospatial semantic segmentation
https://github.com/marycore/SemanticRobot
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Outlook
Autonomous robot systems promise to bring flexibility and economic growth, particularly in 
industrial applications

Yet the real world is often incompatible with assumptions made in automated reasoning, 
planning, coordination, control, and perception

Finding and overcoming these assumptions are major difficulties

Applications are exciting because they push the envelope in research
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Outlook
Autonomous robot systems promise to bring flexibility and economic growth, particularly in 
industrial applications

Yet the real world is often incompatible with assumptions made in automated reasoning, 
planning, coordination, control, and perception

Finding and overcoming these assumptions are major difficulties

Applications are exciting because they push the envelope in research

Next overarching research question in focus at AASS

Teams of robots working with and for humans
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Thank you!


